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I am going to discuss the experience of the UK where the audit exemption threshold is at the EU maximum.
Firstly though, I would like to point out that the accounting profession has never been a chamber of auditors in the UK. Accounting professionals provide a broad range of market-led services, licence to provide statutory audit is only required by a minority.  
To illustrate this I’d like to provide some background on the UK accounting profession, with apologies to those who already know all about this. 
There are 6 bodies in the UK whose members are authorised under the companies acts to perform statutory audit.
They have around 350,000 members in total who are trained in accounting, tax, audit and all aspects of business financial administration. The majority are employed in business, the minority in practice
To be able to sign an audit report firms and responsible individuals need to be audit registered, which for individuals is an experience and CPD based authorisation. A minority of those in practice are audit registered. Standard setting and PIE audit regulation is performed by the FRC, the independent regulator.
 Qualified professionals in the  UK accounting market are therefore flexible and innovative in the type of work they undertake. An accounting qualification is seen as the gateway to many roles in business.
To return to audit 
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The UK Audit Exemption Threshold

• Accounts do not have to be audited for financial 
years starting after 6 April 2008 if the entity:
– qualifies as a small company for the purposes of filing 

abbreviated accounts 
– has a turnover of not more than £6.5 million (€8.2m)
– has a balance sheet total of not more than £3.26 

million (€4.13m)
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The audit exemption threshold in the UK is at the EU maximum.
The turnover limit increased to £1m from £350,000 on 2000, and went o £5.6m in 2004.
However, all limited companies have to file accounts together with an annual return at Companies House, the UK companies register.
All companies whether they qualify for filing abbreviated accounts or not are required to present full UK GAAP accounts to their shareholders annually.
These factors have reduced the effectiveness of these simplification initiatives in reducing the regulatory burden for UK companies, and thus the compliance workload of accountants remains in these areas.
SMEs have taken advantage of exemptions where they can, as the following statistics show:
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This slide shows the number of accounts filed at companies house by year.
The audit exempt are in blue, the abbreviated in grey and the full audited in red.
As we can see more companies are taking advantage of the audit exemption threshold over time. The number of companies is also increasing, and this is in the smaller end of the market. What drives this increase is unclear, but there are tax advantages for small owner-managed companies providing outsourced services, and the cost of registration and regulation is low.
What effect has this had on the audit market?
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This slide shows the number of audit registered firms by professional body.
The ICAEW register and regulate the majority of firms, including the big 4. All Regulatory bodies are seeing a decline in audit registration. 
What type of firms are losing their audit registration?
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This slide shows audit registration by size of firm, from sole practitioner through to the largest firms.
The total number is different from the previous slide principally because ACCA numbers are not included in this graph.
Perhaps as expected, the smallest firms account for most of the decline in registered auditors. Other registrations have held up.
Audit registration is also required in the UK for accountants to do some non-statutory audit work. Reporting under Solicitors accounts rules is one example. These requirements may be slowing the decline in audit registration.
Firms are innovative and provide many services to their clients. Perhaps the real threat is the outsourcing of accounting to shared resource centres, frequently in developing nations and the impact this will have on auditing and accountants businesses.
The decline in registrations will increase the unit cost of regulation by firm and may affect quality as the number of audits firms do declines and it becomes less economically viable for them to keep up to the standards required.
The profession is reacting to this with its normal innovation:
Practices are combining and specialising – audit arrangements with other firms are being used
Training is becoming more flexible and sensitive to business needs
Practitioners are offering new services to SMEs. Research has shown that the accountants fees paid by SMEs have not declined following audit exemption. Value pricing (ie pricing of services depending on their perceived value to the client) may be a factor, but new services are being provided and considered by the FRC and the CCAB. One example is the ICAEW Assurance Service
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This slide shows the market gap opened up by the audit exemption threshold.
[CLICK] If accounts compilation is the voluntary floor and [CLICK] statutory audit is the compulsory ceiling of reporting services offered by accountants, [CLICK] then the raised audit exemption threshold presents an opportunity for accountants to fill in the gap in the market for assurance below the threshold.
ISA audits are becoming increasingly more expensive [CLICK] and there is an opportunity for the profession to provide a more affordable service. The FRC is interested in this area from a public interest perspective. Helping this growing part of the economy make the right choices is an opportunity for the profession.
However, research has shown that SME directors’ knowledge of their financial and reporting responsibilities together with the services accountants offer is poor. 
The CCAB is looking at the development of cross profession compilation report which may help in promoting this service to SMEs.
The ICAEW has led the profession by introducing an assurance service to help fill the gap in the market between compilation and audit. [CLICK] A two year consultation has just completed and the service has been well received by banks and credit-rating agencies.
The service follows the IAASB review framework and offers a negative assurance opinion on a set of statutory financial statements. [CLICK] Market acceptance will take longer, and practitioners are now more motivated to promote the service to their clients as the audit exemption limit is higher.
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In short SMPs are very much  alive an well in the UK, but are developing different services for SMEs. Statutory audit is becoming less important to them.
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